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Why this is so important?
Unique
Products/Services

Substitutable
Products/Services

3 years ago

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Today

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

In 3 years

7.4

4.5

3.1



Mismatch of What Customers Want and What 
Reps Deliver…

What Customers Want… What They Say they Usually Get…

Someone they can trust Over-reliance on relationships

A rep that understands both their 
business and personal goals and 

perspectives
“Me-Centered” reps

Strong value proposition Quick to pitch and quote

Insight on their customer’s wants and 
needs Reactive versus Proactive



Thinking Through a Product Message Matrix
Important to the 

Customer

Not Important to the 
Customer

Everyone says it “Only We can Say It”



Thinking Through a Message Matrix
Important to the 

Customer

Not Important to the 
Customer

Everyone says it “Only We can Say It”

Value Parity Value Difference



Do Do Sellers Really Sound Different?
Important to the Customer

Not Important to the Customer
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U
nique to 

the seller
10% or 6 minutes of 
a 1-hour sales 
meeting was 
devoted to 
something that was 
unique to the seller 
and important to the 
customer

(≈750 Sales meeting in 4 
different industries)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But you say, well, the point of website is simply to provide basic information and encourage customers to reach out to a nearby community and from there we will help the customer understand the differences between our communities and everyone else in the neighborhood. So is that strategy working?  While working with Assisted Co, we took part in an extensive mystery shopping program where we had over 100  potential customers rate the things they were told during the community tours.  More specifically, we asked the customers to rate the key messages they heard on 2x2 that had “everyone says it” here and it was a “very unique” message here.  And on the other axis, we had them rate the messages on “important to the customer” and “not important to the customer.”  What we found was that about 80% of everything a customer heard fell on the left of the Everyone says it  / Unique Axis. And of the 80% about 50% was in the important and 50% was in the unimportant categories. So in an hour long sit-walk-sit visit to a community, 24 minutes are spent on things that everyone else says but the customer is not interested in, 24 minutes are spent on something the customer is interested in but has heard at 5 other places.  Only about 6 minutes of an hour long conversation is spent on things that are unique to the community and important to the customer.So in the case of Assisted Co., Customer symptoms were a major contributor to the pain…
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The 5 P’s of Differentiation

Product

Process

People

Platforms

Payment



Product A’s Differentiation Pattern 
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Product B’s Differentiation Pattern 
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Platforms

Payment



Class Exercise…
What Will the Competitor Say?
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A Critical Number to Remember…

“8 minutes”



2 More Key “P’s” for Differentiation

Pattern 
Breaking Presentations



Very Powerful Presentation Tools…

“Presentation in 
Reverse”

“White Board Selling”



Explain Everything…



Class Exercise…
Creative, Virtual Presentations



Very Affordable…



Quote From Our “Customers”

Students from sales centers are becoming a problem 
because they all show up with this very cookie cutter 
approach to sales…It’s very tough to get them to adapt to a 
different process and thinking outside the box on their 
approach to sales.

- Head of Training for Shaw Industries
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